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Figure 1: The HDR image compressed using two variants of our gradient domain tone mapping operator: contrast mapping (center) and
contrast equalization (right). For comparison the gamma compressed image is depicted (left).

Abstract

The main goal of High Dynamic Range Imaging (HDRI) is precise
reproduction of real world appearance in terms of intensity levels
and color gamut at all stages of image and video processing from
acquisition to display. In our work, we investigate the problem of
lossy HDR image and video compression and provide a number of
novel solutions, which are optimized for storage efficiency or back-
ward compatibility with existing compression standards. To take
advantage of HDR information even for traditional low-dynamic
range displays, we design tone mapping algorithms, which adjust
HDR contrast ranges in a scene to those available in typical display
devices.
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The quest for better quality of images and video continues since
the inception of the television, photography, and cinema. A huge
progress in this direction has been achieved by introducing digital
technology, which is predominant today. A dominant trend that cur-
rently revolutionizes the consumer market is to increase image res-
olution by the introduction of High Definition TV displays and high
resolution imaging sensors in digital cameras. Yet another revolu-
tion is round the corner and this time it is known as “High Dynamic
Range”.

High Dynamic Range Imaging (HDRI for short) is a set of tech-
niques that allow a far greater dynamic range (higher contrast) of
exposures than normal digital imaging techniques. The intention is
to accurately represent the wide range of intensity levels found in
real scenes, ranging from direct sunlight to deepest shadows. For
digital photography this means that under- or over-exposed images
will not be a problem anymore - everybody can make a perfect (at
least technically) shot without any skills in photography. For tele-
vision and computer games this means that we will have a better
impression that we observe real world scenes through a big win-
dow.

In fact the HDRI development is nothing else as filling the existing
gap between imaging technology and the human eye capabilities -
the eye is the ultimate standard for quality. The human eye can see
a tremendous range of luminance levels, ranging from a moon-less
sky (∼ 3 ·10−5cd/m2) to direct sunlight (∼ 2 ·109cd/m2). The eye
can see simultaneously as much as 5 orders of magnitude of lumi-
nance contrast. Though most of the digital cameras and displays
can capture or show 2-3 orders of magnitude (dynamic range 1:100
- 1:1000, 40-60 dB), the next generation monitors and cameras start
to operate at the sensitivity levels and dynamic range of the human
eye.

Before HDR TV displays and computer monitors start to appear
at homes, the full imaging pipeline including acquisition, process-
ing, broadcasting, and display must be developed. This pretty much
happens these days. Companies such as SPHERON VR and IMS
CHIPS provide solutions for HDR image and video capture. Ex-
tended dynamic range cameras for professional digital cinematog-
raphy, such Dalsa’s Origin, have been developed. On another end,



all major display manufactures are involved in the development of
LCD displays of wider dynamic range and better color gamut.

In this work focus mostly on two important problems for further
development of HDRI technology: Lossy video compression and
tone mapping (i.e., image contrast reduction from HDR scene val-
ues to displayable ranges on low dynamic range (LDR) devices,
while preserving overall scene appearance).

Our goal is to develop image and video formats that are at least as
good as the human eye. This means that stored information can be
used on all future display devices, even if the development of such
devices is counted in tens of years from now. The problem with tra-
ditional video compression (e.g., MPEG-4, ISO/IEC 14496-2/10) is
that it is designed to encode just enough information that is needed
for existing displays. This means that with the development of new
displays the quality of current DVDs will not be acceptable, as we
do not accept today old fashioned HVS video. To overcome this
problem, we have developed a novel luminance and chrominance
encoding that enables storing complete color information that is vis-
ible to the human eye. We use this encoding scheme for two distinct
HDR video compression schemes embedded within the MPEG-4
framework: (1) optimized for the compression efficiency and (2)
backward compatible with existing DVDs. We present our HDR
video compression solutions in Section 2.

Our design of a tone mapping operator is guided by a number of
assumptions and rules. Tone mapping must provide consistent re-
sults despite the vast diversity of natural scenes and the possible
radiance value inaccuracy found in HDR photographs. Addition-
ally, it should be adaptable and extendible to address the current
capabilities of displaying methods and their future evolution. Tone
mapping must capture the physical appearance of a scene, while
avoiding the introduction of artifacts such as contrast reversal or
halos. The overall brightness of the output image must be faithful
to the context. We propose a novel contrast domain operator which
mimics contrast processing in the human visual system (refer to
Figure 1 for example results). We demonstrate that our algorithm
is suitable for graphics hardware implementation, which guarantees
its interactive performance. We present our tone mapping solution
in Section 3.

2 HDR Video Compression

The recent video compression standards offer an extended bit-depth
of up to 12 bits for ISO/IEC 14496-2, 14 bits for ISO/IEC 14496-10
AVC/H.264 with high profiles defined in the Fidelity Range Exten-
sions (FRExt), and 16 bits for JPEG-2000 format. This unfortu-
nately does not imply that these extensions were designed to store
higher dynamic range. Despite the higher bit-depth, the specified
transfer functions allow encoding only up to 2.5 log-10 units of
dynamic range. The obvious step would be to extend the specifica-
tions of these formats to allow encoding the full visible luminance
range from 10−5 to 1010 cd/m2.

2.1 Efficient Luminance Encoding

Choice of the color space used for image or video compression has
a great impact on the compression performance and capabilities of
the encoding format. To offer the best trade-off between compres-
sion efficiency and visual quality without imposing any assump-
tions on the display technology, we propose that the color space
used for compression has the following properties:

1. The color space can encode the full color gamut and the full
range of luminance that is visible to the human eye. This way
the human eye, instead of the current imaging technology, de-
fines the limits of such encoding.

2. A unit distance in the color space correlates with the Just No-
ticeable Difference (JND). This offers a more uniform distri-
bution of distortions across an image and simplifies control
over distortions for lossy compression algorithms.

3. Only positive integer values are used to encode luminance and
color. Integer representation simplifies and improves image
and video compression.

4. A half-unit distance in the color space is below 1 JND. If this
condition is met, the quantization errors due to rounding to
integer numbers are not visible.

5. The correlation between color channels should be minimal.
If color channels are correlated, the same information is en-
coded twice, which worsens the compression performance.

6. There is a direct relation between the encoded integer values
and the photometrically calibrated XYZ color values.

There are several color spaces that already meet some of the above
requirements, but there is no color space that accommodates them
all. For example, the Euclidean distance in L∗u∗v∗ color space cor-
relates with the JND (Property 2), but this color space does not gen-
eralize to the full range of visible luminance levels, ranging from
scotopic light levels, to very bright photopic conditions.

HDR luminance y encoding into discrete luma levels l is the most
difficult part of the new color space derivation. We based our
derivation on perceptual data describing the eye sensitivity to the
threshold luminance contrast for various levels of the adaptation
luminance, the so-called threshold-versus-intensity function (t.v.i.).
We assume that for each adaptation level the quantization error in
luminance encoding should be below the threshold data derived
from the t.v.i. This condition leads to a simple differential equa-
tion, which we solve numerically. However, for many applications,
it is desirable to have an analytical formula, which could facilitate
conversion between HDR luminance and 12-bit luma. We propose
an analytical model that is both simple and resembles similar for-
mulas used for the same purpose but for low dynamic range. We
define a conversion from luminance to luma as:

l(y) =

 a · y if y < yl
b · yc +d if yl ≤ y < yh
e · log(y)+ f if y≥ yh

(1)

The above model is similar to the sRGB non-linearity, which also
consists of linear and power function segments. The difference is
that the above model additionally includes a logarithmic segment
for high luminance.

To fit the model to the numerical solution of l(y) for the CIE t.v.i.
models, we use the Levenberg-Marquardt nonlinear regression. Ad-
ditionally, we enforce C1 continuity in yl and yh in order to achieve
a smooth function. We get the best fit to the data for the constants
listed in the table below:

Model a b c d
CIE t.v.i. 17.554 826.81 0.10013 -884.17
Model e f yl yh

CIE t.v.i. 209.16 -731.28 5.6046 10469

For chromaticity encoding we achieved the best results with the
CIE 1976 Uniform Chromacity Scales (u′, v′). Similarly as
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in [Ward Larson 1998], we compute the values for chrominance
channels using the equations:

u′ = 4X
X+15Y+3Z

v′ = 9Y
X+15Y+3Z

(2)

Then we encode u′ and v′ using 8-bits:

u8bit = u′ ·410

v8bit = v′ ·410
(3)

More details on our color encoding scheme can be found in [Man-
tiuk et al. 2006b].

We embedded our custom color encoding / decoding into the XviD
library, which is an open source implementation of the Simple
Profile ISO MPEG-4 standard. This way we achieved a very ef-
ficient HDR video compression basically without departing from
the MPEG-4 standard. More details on this work can be found in
[Mantiuk et al. 2004]. In the following section we briefly discuss
another HDR video encoding which is backward compatible with
encodings used by contemporary DVDs, but at the expense of larger
storage.

2.2 Backward Compatible HDR MPEG

We developed a novel backward compatible HDR MPEG video
encoding [Mantiuk et al. 2006a]. The backward compatibility is
achieved by encoding the HDR and LDR video frames into an
LDR stream that is compatible with MPEG decoders, and a resid-
ual stream that enable the restoration of the original HDR stream
(refer to Figure 3a). To minimize redundancy of information, the
residual and LDR streams are decorrelated. Such decorrelation re-
quires perceptually meaningful comparison of the LDR and HDR
pixels, which we achieve by introducing a pair of corresponding
color spaces that are scaled in terms of the human visual system
(HVS) response to luminance and chrominance stimuli. We use
those color spaces to build a frame-dependent reconstruction func-
tion which approximates values of HDR pixels based on their LDR
counterparts. This approximation together with other compression
mechanisms reduces the residual stream to about 30% of the size
of LDR stream. Because of such a small overhead, both standard
resolution and High-Definition movies can fit on their original stor-
age medium when encoded with HDR information. Since the pro-
posed HDR MPEG encoding does not impose any restrictions on
LDR or HDR content, both videos can be independently tuned and
tone/gamut mapped to achieve the best look on different classes of
displays. This tuning flexibility is required by current practices of
the DVD industry. To reduce the production costs of HDR DVD
players, the compression algorithm is designed in such a way that
standard 8-bit MPEG decoding chipsets can be used for decoding
of HDR stream.

2.3 Backwards Compatible HDR JPEG

In modern applications JPEG/JFIF file is the most popular format
for storing LDR digital images. A standard JPEG format can be
also used to compress HDR images. The main advantage of such a
solution is both very high compression of HDR images and back-
ward compatibility with LDR files.

An idea of backwards compatible HDR JPEG compression is based
on decomposition of HDR data into its tone mapped 24 bpp version
and additional information needed to restore the original HDR im-
age (refer to Figure 3b). The LDR part is compressed using stan-
dard JPEG encoder and forms a foreground image. Extra data is
carried wavelet-compressed [Mantiuk and Kabaja 2005] or JPEG-
compressed [Ward and Simmons 2004; Ward and Simmons 2005]
as a subband in the file. A naive (not HDR-enabled) application
interprets the images as ordinary JPEG/JFIF files and extracts only
the LDR data giving user a preview of the original HDR image. An
HDR-enabled application extracts additional information from the
subband channel and restore the HDR image. The specification of
JPEG format reserves 16 Application Markers (each limited to 64
Kbytes) for storing additional data [Hamilton 1992]. This space is
sufficient for storing even high resolution images. Moreover very
large HDR files can be compressed by downsampling the subband
data or increasing a wavelet compression ratio.

Recently, the scalable bit-depth coding of HDR data was pro-
posed [Segall 2007]. This method is equivalent to the backward-
compatible coding and is conceptually similar to the HDR
MPEG/JPEG coding described in section 2.2. A tone-mapped
sequence of frames using a backward-compatible 8-bit coding, a
series of coefficients for predicting HDR frames based on tone-
mapped frames, and a residual stream that encodes prediction errors
are encoded. In contrast to HDR MPEG, the proposed schemes fo-
cus on computational efficiency, therefore they use simplified color
transforms and avoid expensive arithmetic operations.



3 Gradient Domain Methods in Tone Map-
ping

Lightness determination algorithms [Land and McCann 1971; Horn
1974; Hurlbert 1986] through recovering reflectance information
naturally achieve dynamic range compression and are commonly
used for tone mapping purposes [Jobson et al. 1997]. In all those al-
gorithms a logarithmically compressed intensity signal (an approx-
imation of luminance processing by the retina) is differentiated and
then thresholded to eliminate small derivative values attributed to il-
lumination changes. The differentiation actually transforms images
from the luminance to the contrast domain. The final integration
of the thresholded derivatives leads to the reconstruction of image
reflectance. In the Retinex algorithm [Land and McCann 1971] a
huge number of global paths in the image plane is considered to
perform such an integration. Horn [Horn 1974] performs the differ-
entiation and integration in 2-D, which can be reduced to the solu-
tion of Poisson’s equation. Those algorithms rely on many limiting
assumptions [Hurlbert 1986], such as slow changes in illumination,
which are not very realistic for high contrast images. Fattal et al.
[Fattal et al. 2002] are the first who consider contrast processing
explicitly for tone mapping. They show that visually compelling
tone mapped images can be obtained through a smart non-linear
attenuation of luminance gradient magnitudes.

In the following section we present our work [Mantiuk et al. 2005]
which can be seen as a generalization of [Fattal et al. 2002]. Ad-
ditionally, we demonstrate that our technique can be fully imple-
mented on graphics hardware, which reduces the processing time
to single seconds.

3.1 Multi-resolution Framework for Contrast Pro-
cessing

We introduce a multi-resolution framework which extends contrast
considerations from local pixel neighborhood to the whole image
domain. In our approach the control over the global contrast (be-
tween distant image regions) and local contrast (between neighbor-
ing pixels) relies on the minimization problem rather than on user-
tuned parameters as in [Fattal et al. 2002]. This leads to images
free from artifacts that are typical for local optimization procedures
unable to grasp global contrast relations. Even without any picture-
by-picture tuning, the framework can produce artifact-free and ex-
tremely sharp images.

Two distinct characteristics of the HVS play an important role in
the contrast domain framework [Mantiuk et al. 2005]:

Localized contrast perception comes from the fact that the human
eye can see high frequency patterns with foveal vision only within
limited area, while the rest of the image is seen with parafoveal
vision. For example, the eye can easily see the difference between
fine details if they are close to each other, but have difficulties to
distinguish which detail is brighter or darker if they are distant in
the field of view. On the other hand, distant light patches can be
easily compared if they are large enough. Based on those facts, we
introduce a representation of contrast in complex images as a low-
pass pyramid of contrast values. We use that pyramid to perform
image processing on contrast rather than luminance.

The contrast discrimination threshold is the smallest difference in
contrast the human eye can see. Such contrast discrimination data
is well studied in psychophysics, but unfortunately mostly for low
contrast patterns unsuitable for HDR images. The notable excep-
tion is the work of Whittle [Whittle 1986], in which the contrast
discrimination was measured for the full range of contrast patterns.

Figure 4: Our gradient domain tone mapping operator emphasizes
details without introducing artifacts. The luminance of the pre-
sented image was compressed using contrast mapping (top) and
histogram equalization (bottom) in contrast domain. Please enlarge
the images to see reproduction of details.

Whittle’s data clearly show that the eye is the least sensitive (the
thresholds are the highest) for low and high contrast ranges, in
which either neural noise or optics of the eye limits our vision.
Therefore, the contrast in those ranges can be modified the most
before we notice any visible difference.

In the proposed tone mapping algorithm [Mantiuk et al. 2005] im-
ages (refer to Figure 4 for examples) are firstly converted to the
multi-scale contrast pyramid. The contrast values are then modified
accordingly to the contrast discrimination thresholds - the contrast
is strongly compressed for very low and very high contrast and min-
imally compressed for the middle contrast range, to which the eye is
the most sensitive. Another approach, which leads to even sharper
but less natural looking images, takes advantage of the statistics
of an image and performs histogram equalization on contrast val-
ues. The contrast values resulting from both approaches are then
converted back to the luminance values by solving an optimization
problem. Note that for the histogram equalization approach the ba-
sic difference with respect to [Ward Larson et al. 1997] is that the
latter one operates directly on luminance values while we consider
contrast values instead.

Contrast domain offers several advantages over luminance domain.
Firstly, contrast can be modified with regard to its magnitude, thus
taking advantage of contrast perception characteristics such as the
contrast discrimination thresholds becomes simple. Secondly, ex-
tremely sharp contrast can be achieved without introducing halo



Figure 5: The algorithm by Fattal et al. (top) renders windows
panes of different brightness due to the local nature of the optimiza-
tion procedure. The contrast compression on the multi-scale con-
trast pyramid proposed by us can maintain proper global contrast
proportions (bottom). The approach based on the perceptual model
of the contrast discrimination thresholds has been used to generate
this image. The HDR source image courtesy of Greg Ward.

artifacts, since contrast values are compressed but not reversed. Fi-
nally, the pyramid of contrast values [Mantiuk et al. 2005], which
approximates the localized contrast perception, can take into ac-
count both local (high spatial frequency) and global (low frequency)
contrast relations. Without taking into account global contrast rela-
tions, the resulting images can show significantly disparate bright-
ness levels in the areas where the input luminance is the same (refer
to Figure 5). Figure 6 shows the difference in the image sharpness
achieved using the bilateral filtering approach [Durand and Dorsey
2002], which is one of the best local tone mapping algorithms work-
ing in luminance domain, and the gradient domain technique as
proposed in [Mantiuk et al. 2005]. It is worth mentioning that re-
sults generated by our gradient domain tone mapping operator can-
not be achieved in the generic model of tone mapping presented
in [Mantiuk and Seidel 2008]. The generic model doesn’t model
local changes of pixel contrast.

3.2 Fast GPU Implementation

HDR image compression in the gradient domain involves three
main stages: transformation of luminance into contrast, processing
of contrast in the human visual space and inverse transformation of

Figure 6: Extreme sharp contrast can be achieved without introduc-
ing halos. The result of Bilateral Filtering by Durand and Dorsey
(top) compared with our method based on the histogram equaliza-
tion (bottom).

contrast into luminance. Restoring the luminance from gradients is
the most computationally costly part of the algorithm as it requires
iterative solving complex set of linear equations [Mantiuk et al.
2005]. Performance of such task on a standard CPU can take even
more than one minute depending on image resolution. Therefore
our main goal is to speed up the overall HDR contrast compres-
sion algorithm especially by accelerating the process of converting
contrast values into the luminance.

We base our solution on mapping the algorithm to pro-
grammable graphics hardware and using GPGPU computational
techniques [Owens et al. 2005]. The SIMD architecture of the GPU
is suitable for fast parallel processing of huge data sets. Moreover,
continuous increase in the performance and wider programmability
of current graphics hardware not only allows to speed up 3D graph-
ics applications but also makes it possible to parallelize various
general purpose calculations on the GPU. GPGPU techniques en-
compasses operations on streams (map, sort, search, etc.), solving
differential equations, linear algebra operations (matrix and vector
operations) and others. They are successfully used in many applica-
tions in signal and image processing, global illumination, geometric
computing, databases and data mining. Image processing and espe-
cially HDR image processing appear to be one of the main fields
that benefits from capabilities of modern graphics hardware.

In order to perform the HDR contrast processing algorithm on the
GPU we need to store an HDR image as well as the pyramid of
contrast images and other data as textures. Because high dynamic
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Figure 7: The main modules of contrast domain tone mapping im-
plemented on GPU.

range images are encoded using floating point values, we need to
allocate floating point textures with 32 bit precision. During the
execution of our application the textures are mapped to fragment
shaders running on the graphics hardware, where most of the com-
putations takes place.

Due to the algorithm complexity, we base our implementation on
a multi-pass rendering. In each rendering pass a pair of vertex and
fragment shaders are executed on the GPU. Because we need the
results generated in one pass to be accessible in the later calcula-
tions, we render them to textures rather than to the frame buffer.
Additionally, the off-screen buffer is not limited to 8-bit precision
of output results, so the data can be passed in floating point format
between rendering passes. To avoid costly context switching be-
tween the rendering passes, we associate each render texture with
frame buffer objects (FBO), which are one of the OpenGL exten-
sions. An overview of the rendering pipeline is shown in Figure 7.

We tested the performance on a desktop PC with the NVIDIA
GeForce 8800 GT, PCI Express x16, 512 MB graphics card and
Intel Core(TM)2 Quad CPU Q6600 @ 2.4 GHz processor (refer to
Table 1 for example timings).

The speed-up increases with the image resolution. It also depends
on image content and compression parameters. The GPU imple-
mentation of the linear equation system solver is much faster than
CPU-based one. For high frequency images many iterations of the
solver are required. As for both implementations the number of it-
erations is equal, the GPU version is faster for larger images. The
number of iterations also is influenced by compression parameters.

We implemented two solver algorithms: the biconjugate gradient
method and the conjugate gradient method 1. The conjugate gradi-

1The CPU-based version of conjugate gradient method was originally
implemented in the QtPfsGui package (refer to [Brambley 2007] for de-
tails).

ent algorithm is about twice faster than the biconjugate method in
the CPU implementation and about 40% faster in the GPU imple-
mentation.

Biconjugate gradient method
HDR image
name (resolu-
tion)

CPU [ms] GPU [ms] Speed-up

Memorial.hdr
(512x768)

3618 889 4.07

AtriumNight.hdr
(768x1024)

5241 639 8.21

Tuebingen1.hdr
(3072x2048)

63663 39921 1.59

Moraine1.hdr
(2048x1536)

24320 1014 23.98

MtTamWest.hdr
(1536x768)

11092 764 14.52

Philosopher.hdr
(1024x1536)

14727 827 17.81

Conservatory.hdr
(1024x768)

6396 748 8.55

Knotwilg1.hdr
(1536x1024)

13166 1341 9.82

Alhambra7.hdr
(1536x2048)

24975 967 25.83

Conjugate gradient method
HDR image
name (resolu-
tion)

CPU [ms] GPU [ms] Speed-up

Memorial.hdr
(512x768)

2153 562 3.83

AtriumNight.hdr
(768x1024)

3322 483 6.88

Tuebingen1.hdr
(3072x2048)

36349 2402 15.13

Moraine1.hdr
(2048x1536)

15273 546 27.97

MtTamWest.hdr
(1536x768)

6442 546 11.80

Philosopher.hdr
(1024x1536)

8408 577 14.57

Conservatory.hdr
(1024x768)

3713 499 7.44

Knotwilg1.hdr
(1536x1024)

7738 952 8.13

Alhambra7.hdr
(1536x2048)

14618 531 27.53

Table 1: Comparison of compression timings for CPU and GPU
based implementation of our gradient domain tone mapping opera-
tor. Two sets of results are presented separately for biconjugate and
conjugate gradient solver.

The GPU implementation depends not only on graphics processor
efficiency but also on the speed of data transfer between GPU and
main RAM memory. Moreover, memory capacity in a graphics
board should be large enough to store the whole HDR image. For
example in the case of the Tuebingen1.hdr image, too low graphics
memory reduced the speed-up to 1.59 times (see the third row in
Table 1).

We tested the possibilities of tuning individual frequency levels
(pyramid levels) during contrast compression. The gaussian pyra-
mid forms a low pass filter so it is possible to increase or decrease
influence of various frequencies rather than completely eliminate a



Figure 8: Varying compression factors for consecutive pyramid lev-
els were used during contrast compression. In the top image the
lowest and the highest levels were compressed more than the cen-
ter ones according to Gaussian distribution. In the bottom image
reverse distribution was used.

given frequency from an image. In the Figure 8 two images com-
pressed using different coefficient for a consecutive pyramid levels
are presented. Please notice that the details are emphasized only in
the selected areas of the images and other areas become blurred.

The source code of our contrast domain tone mapping operator is
freely available under the GPL license at http://sourceforge.
net/projects/pfstools/.

4 Conclusions

In this paper we addressed the problems of HDR video compression
and tone mapping which are important components of the high dy-
namic range imaging pipeline. In the HDR video part we proposed
a new color space which encodes the full luminance range that is
visible by the human eye. The use of this color space for 12-bit
MPEG-4 compression leads automatically to HDR video encoding
without any changes in the MPEG standard. Another presented so-
lution relies on 8-bit HDR video encoding. Finally, we presented a
tone mapping approach that is designed to minimize contrast dis-
tortion in respect to the real world scene perception by the hu-
man observer. The same computational framework can be used to
maximize local contrast just by changing the optimization condi-
tion. The whole algorithm maps well to existing graphics hard-
ware which significantly improves the computation performance.

More details on our HDR research can be found under the URL:
http://www.mpi-inf.mpg.de/resources/hdr/.
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